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THE DANGER OF LEAD SERVICE PIPES.
In this issue of the Journal we publish the

report of two cases of lead poisoning, which again
draws attention to this avoidable public danger.
It is altogether desirable that such cases should
be reported and the source of the poisoning ascer-

tained if we are to approach intelligently the
problem of prevention. The matter is taken up
in some detail in the last report of the Massa-
chusetts State Board of Health, and the results
of the researches made by this board are both
interesting and important.

The danger, as is well known, arises essentially
from the use of water conveyed through lead
service pipes. The pipe itself, however, would
not contaminate the water were it not for the
carbonic acid which is present in varying quanti-
ties in different waters. The presence of this
carbonic acid is the essential agent in the action
of water upon lead pipe. It has been found that
ordinarily ground waters contain a larger amount
of carbonic acid than surface waters, as shown
by the fact that the largest number of cases j)f
lead poisoning investigated by the board has
occurred in those localities where ground water
has been the source of supply. On the other
hand, surface waters have been found to contain
amounts of lead inimical to health, but this is
the exception rather than the rule.

It is, however, not a safe principle to assume

that lead service pipes are wholly free from
danger when used with surface water, as has
recently been demonstrated in the town of Nor-
wood, which derives its water supply from a pond.
When these service pipes were examined in 1898,

they did not contain an excessive amount of
lead. Examined again in 1905, a much greater
proportion was found than before, and sufficient
to cause lead poisoning. It was evident from
this and further analyses that lead was being
dissolved from the pipes in large quantities, and
it was further evident that the danger was likely
to be an increasing one. These pipes will in time
be replaced by others of different material.

In view of this and other facts, it is somewhat
extraordinary that many cities and towns are

continuing to use lead pipes in spite of the fact
that pipes of other material have been shown
to be serviceable and free from danger. The
report presents an extremely interesting set of
facts derived from the water departments of
cities and towns as to the extent lead is still used
for service pipes as compared with other material.
This table shows that lead has in great measure
been given up, though by no means universally.
Attention is drawn to the fact that other varieties
of pipe offer certain disadvantages. Galvanized
iron, for example, has proved unsatisfactory,
since the water takes up sufficient zinc and iron
to make it unfit for domestic use. Galvanized
iron pipes, also, are troublesome on account of
rust, some of them, in fact, having become filled
with rust. In a few instances such pipes have
been replaced again by lead on account of this
fact. In general, it appears that galvanized iron
pipes are unsatisfactory. Cement-lined pipes
have been used in general with satisfaction, but
even these in some instances have given sonic

trouble on account of rust. In three cities, Chelsea,
Everett and Fall River, all the service pipes are

still of lead, and in twenty-three other cities and
towns chiefly of lead; in twenty-eight cities and
towns lead or lead-lined pipes are being almost
exclusively used for renewing service pipes.

In general, it appears that plain wrought iron
is unsatisfactory because of rusting; that galvan-
ized iron pipes are also unsatisfactory from the
same cause, and that cement-lined pipes are. on

the whole, the most satisfactory substitute yet
found for lead. In only eight places is there a

report of serious trouble in pipes of this material.
It is evident from the foregoing that the problem
has not yet reached a definite solution. Lead is
a useful material on account of its permanence
and the fact that it does not rust. The danger
from poisoning, however, has been shown to be
too definite to permit us to be satisfied with pipes
made of this material for our water supplies. It
is evident that a wholly satisfactory substitute
must be found, and it is not to be doubted that
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such a substitute will be found in the near future
to satisfy all requirements. In the meantime,
it is very desirable to publish the exact facts, as

the Board of Health has done in this report.

DR. SANGRADO REDIVIVUS.
Gil Blas, upon a time in his interesting career

when he was at his wits' end for a means to pro-
cure nourishment and the comforts of life, luckily
became assistant to the great Dr. Sangrado, and
found himself without more ado a qualified
physician. For the whole armamentarium of
his chief consisted of the lancet and hot water,
with the employment of which he quickly became
familiar. The latter continues to this day an

absolute therapeutic essential. The former, with
the cup and the leech, have for many decades
past fallen into desuetude. Why? Because
blood-letting was, in its palmy days, a century
ago, practised absolutely without discrimination.
Every unfortunate who contracted no matter
what illness was bled, often to a degree which
appears to our notions nothing short of ghastly.
And not only the sick, but the well were bled
freely at regular intervals, so that the lancet
marks on hands and feet were more in evidence
than those of vaccination to-day. A reaction
from such methods was of course inevitable; the
pendulum swung to the other and an equally
irrational extreme, so that physicians came

almost never to abstract blood.
Phlebotomy is oftentimes very appropriate

and sometimes absolutely essential to save life.
But it must not be done haphazard, in the 'man-
ner which brought its practice into disrepute;
it must be done scientifically, sensibly, and only
when pathological conditions call for it. Upon
what principles? Treat not the disease but the
man; judge of the propriety, the amount and
the necessity of repetition of blood-letting, by
the individual symptoms exhibited in each case,
and not by the nomenclature; observe also the
natural constitution of the patient

—

withhold-
ing the lancet in the extremes of life, youth and
old age; do not bleed in dog-days and in moist
warm weather. There surely can be nothing
more scientific nor up-to-date than these state-
ments; they were formulated by a very good
physician named Galen who practised in Rome,
some eighteen hundred years ago. Sydenham
refrained when the blood was weak in character,
in the aged, and those who were invalid for a long
time; he would not bleed in gout. He would
bleed athletes and those of "a sanguine tempera-

ment." In pleurisy this minor operation was his
sheet anchor; and no doubt if it were employed
to-day, empyema and perhaps tuberculosis would
be less frequent sequels. Small would bleed when
there is excessive vascular tension; when it is
desired to obtain the benefit of its physiological
action upon the various tissues and organs; when
good may result from removing a definite amount
of blood and with it toxic material. Raymond
finds bleeding the best method for mechanical
disintoxication in all severe infections. Watson
would do phlebotomy for sudden engorgement
and distention of the vessels that carry " black
blood of the systemic veins, of the pulmonary
arteries and especially of the right chambers
of the heart." The right heart can again con-

tract as soon as the tension upon it is lessened,
the clogged lung is set free, the functions of the
oppressed brain are eased, and circulatory balance
is restored.

Such are the principles which should guide
in venesection. Governed by them the scientific
and rational physician may use the lancet in
cardiac dilatation, venous engorgements, arterio-
sclerosis and emphysema when characterized by
dyspnea, lividity and high tension, pulmonary
hyperemia and edema (pneumonia), pleurisy,
cerebral congestions and hemorrhage, hepatic
congestions, uremia, suppressed menses, hyper-
pyrexias and acute infections.

THE PREVALENCE OF TYPHOID FEVER.
The fall season has brought its usual harvest

of typhoid fever. Both the Massachusetts Gen-
eral and the Boston City hospitals show a very
large proportion of patients suffering from this
disease. Out of about two hundred and seventy
medical patients at the City Hospital, at least
50% during September and October have been
cases of typhoid fever. It is an interesting and
at the same time discouraging fact that the dis-
euse is prevalent in unusual degree throughout
the state, and in most varying localities. Since
last July it is reported that about one hundred
cities and towns have been visited by the disease,
and very recently it was estimated that there
were approximately one thousand cases in the
state. Many cities and towns about Boston have
reported outbreaks, but cases are also reported
from more distant places, as, for example, North
Adams, Northampton, Provincetown, Springfield
and Westfiel d.

Extremists have been saying for some years
that every case of typhoid fever is preventable,
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and, if not prevented, is a reproach to the com-

munity in which it occurs. This is surely going
too far. The growth of cities, greater complexity
of living, and the inherent carelessness of man

are matters which cannot be wholly eliminated
and for which no board of health or city govern-
ment can be held wholly responsible. Sporadic
cases of typhoid, leading up to minor epidemics,
are extremely likely to occur for many years to

 

come. This does not, however, in the least imply
that every possible effort should not be made in
every instance to trace the source of the infec-
tion. If this is faithfully done and by competent
persons, it is not to be questioned that much
information of value from a prophylactic stand-
point will in time be accumulated. The State
Board of Health has been particularly active this
fall in investigating many of the outbreaks which
have occurred, this work having been largely done
by Dr. George B. Magrath. Dr. Magrath's in-
vestigations have shown that our skepticism
regarding purity of milk is not misplaced. In
every series of cases which he investigated he
found that milk was the agent through which
the disease was conveyed. The epidemics in
Wellesley and Needham were traced to a single
farm, and the disease has ceased to spread since
this fact became known and proper precautions
were taken. It is said that the Lynn outbreak
was also traced to a single source of milk supply.

Fortunately, the disease has this year not ap-
peared in very virulent form, and so far as we

are aware, none of the local epidemics have
spread to an alarming degree, which speaks well
for the active intervention of those responsible for
the public health.

-* -

MEDICAL NOTES.
A Department of Experimental Surgery.

—It is stated that the University of Pennsylvania
has established a department of experimental
surgery under the direction of Dr. J. E. Sweet.
Dr. Sweet was at one time connected with the
Laboratory of Hygiene and more recently with
the Rockefeller Institute.

Portrait of Dr. Paul F. Munde.
—

A por-
trait of the late Dr. Paul F. Munde was presented
to the New York Academy of Medicine on Oct.
18, Dr. A. Jacobi making the presentation ad-
dress. Mrs. Munde, who gave the portrait, was
also the artist.

The New French Ministry.
—

It is a fact of
interest that journalists and physicians together
constitute almost a majority in the Chamber of

Deputies in Paris. In the English Parliament
lawyers are far more numerous than the members
of any other profession, whereas in France jour-
nalists are in the majority and physicians are

frequent.
A Centenarian.

—

Robert H. Sprague, a
negro living in Northampton, Va., has recently
died at the reputed age of one hundred and
fourteen years. His age is said to be authenti-
cated by documentary evidence. He was the
father of twenty-five children and had been
several times sold as a slave.

Open-Air Treatment of Tuberculosis in

Washington.
—

The new municipal hospital in
Washington has made extensive provision for
the open-air treatment of tuberculosis. A roof
garden ward has been provided, occupying the
entire top of the building, open on three sides and
protected on the north by a brick wall amply
supplied with windows. On the open side it is
designed to have weather-proof curtains. The
ward is expected to accommodate sixty patients
without crowding.

Large Bequests for Charities.
—

By the
death of the widow of " Sam " Lewis, the notori-
ous money lender of London, who died in 1901,
approximately $15,000,000 has been released for
charitable purposes. By Lewis's will his fortune
was left to his widow in trust for life, with the
exception of $5,000,000 given her outright.
Through her death King's Hospital Fund receives
$1,250,000 outright, and about $5,000,000 of the
residue of the estate; $7,000,000 is to be devoted
to establishing homes for the poor, $750,000 for
the relief of poor Jews and for hospitals and col-
leges, and $875,000 to other hospitals. It is
reported that Lewis's motto was " I lend to the
Lord and give to the poor," a sentiment which he
has apparently justified by his bequests.

A Fund for Psychical Research.
—

It is
reported that an endowment sufficient to begin
work has been given the newly formed American
Institute for Scientific Research by six New York
men. It will be remembered that this society
was formed after the death of Dr. Richard Hodg-
son, and is, therefore, a continuation of the Society
of Psychical Research of which he was the leading
spirit for many years. The new society is under
the direction of Prof. James H. Hyslop and will
work in co-operation with the British Society of
Psychical Research, although having no official
connection with that organization.
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boston and new england.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston.
—

For the week ending at noon, Oct. 31,1906, there
were reported to the Board of Health of Boston
the following cases of acute infectious diseases;
Diphtheria 32, scarlatina 18, typhoid fever 39,
measles 1, tuberculosis 21, smallpox 0.

The death-rate of the reported deaths for the
week ending Oct. 31, 1906, was 19.48.

Boston Mortality Statistics.
—

The total
number of deaths reported to the Board of Health
for the week ending Saturday, Oct. 27, 1906,
is 204, against 182 the corresponding week
last year, showing an increase of 22 deaths,
and making the death-rate for the week 17.67.
Of this number 95 were males and 109 were

females; 199 were white and 5 colored; 137 were

born in the United States, 64 in foreign countries
and 3 unknown; 44 were of American parentage,
138 of foreign parentage and 22 unknown. The
number of cases and deaths from infectious dis-
eases reported this week is as follows : Diphtheria,
43 cases and 0 deaths; scarlatina, 26 cases and
0 deaths; typhoid fever, 38 cases and 5 deaths;
measles, 2 cases and 0 deaths; tuberculosis, 40
cases and 18 deaths; smallpox, 0 cases and 0
deaths. The deaths from pneumonia were 28,
whooping cough 0, heart disease 11, bronchitis
3 and marasmus 7. There were 19 deaths from
violent causes. The number of children who
died under one year was 36; the number under
five years 47. The number of persons who died
over sixty years of age was 57. The deaths in
public institutions were 66.

There was 2 cases and 1 death reported from
cerebrospinal meningitis during the week.

Medical Examiner for Norfolk County
—

Dr. Frederick E. Jones, of Quincy, Mass., has
been appointed by Governor Guild to the position
of medical examiner for Norfolk County.

A Centenarian.
—

Announcement is made of
the death of Leander Perron at the reputed age
of one hundred and four. Mr. Perron was the
oldest person in Rhode Island, and, with one ex-

ception, the oldest in New England. He served
actively in the Civil War, and thereafter led an

active life until he was one hundred years old.

NEW YORK.

Head of the Department of Street Clean-
ing.— The appointment of Macdonough Craven
to the responsible position of head of the Depart-
ment of Street Cleaning, a selection which was

apparently made entirely independently of politi-

cal considerations, has met with general approval.
Mr. Craven, who is a descendant of Commodore
Macdonough, of Lake Champlain fame, and a son
of Admiral Thomas Craven, was graduated from
the United States Naval Academy in 1881. He
is well known in scientific circles, and was ap-
pointed a sanitary engineer in the Street Clean-
ing Department of New York, by the late Col.
George E. Waring, when commissioner, who
desired his assistance in solving the problem of
garbage disposal. For a number of years he has
been the expert on such disposal and the recog-
nized head of the sanitary engineering division of
the department. He supervised the construction
of the first reduction plant on Barren Island, and
to his skill and industry is due the rapid re-

building of the plant after its destruction by fire
last spring.

Windows in Tenement Houses.—Through
a decision just handed down by Justice Bischoff,
of the New York Supreme Court, the Tenement
House Commission is upheld in enforcing the
provision of the law which requires the placing
of a window in every room of a tenement house.
John O'Leary, a builder, who is erecting a row of
tenements in the borough of the Bronx, applied
for a mandamus to prevent Commissioner Butler
of the Tenement House Department from com-

pelling him to put windows in a number of al-
coves which, according to his plans, were formed
by the peculiar construction of the buildings.
The Department objects to these alcoves for the
reason that tenants are in the habit of stretching
curtains in front of them, and thus creating a

bedroom with defective light and ventilation.
It is contended that if alcoves are thus turned
into bedrooms they must be provided with win-
dows, and in objecting to builders' plans which
did not provide such windows, the Department
has been in conflict with many architects. The
test case brought by O'Leary was therefore
watched with much interest, and this decision of
the Supreme Court will have a widespread effect
upon building operations throughout the city.

Obituaries.
JAMES FINLAYSON, M.D., LL.D., F.R.P.S.
In the death of Dr. James Finlayson, which

occurred in Glasgow on Oct. 9, Scotland loses one
of its most distinguished medical men. Although
in his sixty-sixth year, his death was wholly un-

expected, his entire illness lasting less than
twenty-four hours, terminating finally with an

apoplexy.
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